




































































































REPORT ON INFORMATION SYSTEM AUDIT 

backup? 
Are error recovery procedures for short-term 
failure tested periodically to ensure control of 

process? 
How frequently? 

duties rotated Are computer 

periodically, to have internal controls and also 

ensure availability of trained staff? 
Is the "Maker-Checker" principle used in Software 

development activities also? 
Security and recovery: are backup procedures 

adequate? 
Are current copies of the following maintained 

off-site? 
Operating Systems? 
Source programmes 

Runtime (executable) codes? 

operator's 

| VE 

iv Master data? 1. 

Transaction data necessary for recovery? 

viProgramme documentation? 
Operating instructions? vii 

Critical forms and supplies? viii 
ix Disaster Recovery plan? 

System documentation? X 

SI. No. AREA OF OPERATION AUDITOR'S OBSERVATION 

& COMMENTS 

Security and recovery: are the arrangements 

with vendors adequate? 
Are vendors responsible for reliable hardware and 
software support to avoid the possibility of 

processing interruption due to lack of support? 
b Do remedial equipment maintenance 

arrangements provide for response to problems 
in sufficient time to prevent business disruption? 
What is the average response time after 

registering the complaint? 
Does the equipment maintenance 

inventory of 
vendor 

maintain an replacement 
components (which are frequently required for 

local service)? 
Security and recovery: is the disaster recovery 
planning adequate? 
Is there a detailed disaster recovery planning 
explaining procedures and steps necessary for 
recovery after the disaster? 

Is a copy of the plan stored off premises or ina 
location where it would not be destroyed in the 
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REPORT ON INFORMATION SYSTEM AUDIT 

event of a disaster? 
Have backup alternatives been considered (i.e. 
hot site, cold site, warm site, reciprocal 

arrangements, etc.)? 
Are alternative Computer equipment 
arrangements tested periodically to ensure that 

the plan functions? 
Has the disaster recovery plan been tested? 

How frequently? 

Security and recovery: is other recovery 

considerations adequate? 
Do documented operating procedures permit 
continuation of computer processing in the event 

of permanent loss of key operations personnel? 

H 

SI. No. AREA OF OPERATION AUDITOR'S OBSERVATION 

& COMMENTS 
Does the documentation of the system permit 
maintenance by alternate support personnel in 

the event of loss of key programmers? 
Does the Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP) include the 

provision for continuation of business operations 

in the event of any (minor or major) disaster? 
Is the bank (i.e. every computerized branch and 

office) in compliance with the regulatory 
statutory requirements, with respect to retention 

of data, generate reports which is in the machine 

readable form? 
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